Inertial Navigation—Inertial navigation systems require an inordinate amount of energy, and earthbound directions—involve advanced, costly thinking of the highest order for:

- Electrical Engineers
- Mechanical Engineers
- Physicists

Let ARMA talk with you about YOUR future in this dynamic and challenging field.

Learn about ARMA's pioneering role in Inertial Navigation when our representatives visit your campus shortly. Ask your Placement Officer for details.

March 12

Career opportunities for the men of '57

Engineers - Chemists - Physicists

Ceramic - Chemical - Electrical - Industrial - Mechanical

Metallurgical

National Carbon Company, America's foremost manufacturer of carbon and graphite electrodes and anodes, impervious graphites, brushes for motors and generators, dry cells and flashlights, arc carbons and a wide variety of other industrial products, offers positions to qualified B.S. and M.B. graduates in the fields of basic and applied chemistry.

Positions are available at National Carbon Company's 11 plants, located in the following cities: Iowa, New York, North Carolina, Ohio, Tennessee, West Virginia and Vermont, and throughout the country in our sales organization.

Interesting, increasing careers in research, process and product development, production and methods engineering, sales and marketing, chemical research and engineering, plant engineering and sales. A National Carbon representative will be on campus—

March 14, 15

National Carbon Company
A Division of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation

SQUASH TOURNAMENT

To Feature Thomas, Crimson's Hochscher

The Intercollegiate Squash champi-
onships will be held this Friday, Saturday, and Sunday, at the MIT squash courts. Approximately twelve colleges will be represented, most from the New England area. Yale, who recently won the regular season squash team championship, will be favored to assure heavily in the team championship matches, although the Yale team is not particularly strong in their top three players.

Defending individual champion, Ben Heckscher '57 of Harvard, will be back to defend his title, and he is an obvious favorite, having remained undefeated in his collegiate matches this year. Leading the MIT team will be captain Tom Thomas '57. Tom has been playing very well this season, and has lost some heartbreaking five game matches. A point here and there could turn past defeats into victories for Tom. MIT's second man, Bill Bateman '57 has played well all year, but is unpredictable. If he is on a hot streak he could be fairly weak. Number three men, Henry Lyd- den '57, has been improving steadily as evidenced by his five game match with Yale's three man this past week. Jesse Wallace '58 will be Tech's fourth man. Jesse has improved considerably since the season began, but he is not ready to compete with Heckscher, Thomas, or Bateman. In last year's tournament, MIT's Jean Hermosilla '57 played second. Joan was beaten two straight matches.

There is no admission charge for the finals, and some great squash will be played.

The Tech

bush leaguer

Courtney Heads All-Stars

Marked by an absence of one team appearing, the Tech presents the 1956-57 Intramural Basketball All-Star Team. Individual awards find this column also voicing several personal opinions, given in true bushleaguer traditions.

Topping the first squad of all stars, by virtue of his superb ball playing and occasional scoring ability, is freshman Tom Courtney. The East Campus who kid dropped in 90 points in the playoff competition, an average of 15.2 points, to almost double his nearest competitor's earn-

ings.

Ed Shaw, playing as a losing Stud- ent House team, was impressive enough to warrant a berth on this team also, as was Sigma Chi star Pat White. Both of these boys, as is the case with Courtney, are members of the Class of '60, meaning they'll be around for plenty more action in the years to come.

The last two positions go to Gradu- ate House standout Bill Toutman, and Beta Theta Pi sophomore Warren Goodwin. All players proved their merit by averaging more than 20 points a game in the playoffs.

Dowey Crockett '50, another mer- it player of East Campus' sophomore five, joins Dave Larson '58 DU, Don Auer '58 DU, Sigma Chi, and Ken Auer '58 DU in comprising the sec-

ond team.

Totals of the individual scoring Leaders not being available at press time, The Tech has had to come up with some awards of its own, to take their places.

Award and Recipient

The Ed Roberts Award for most interesting player—Bob Kersey '57 Bateman.

The Ivan Bub Award for the most decorative player—Tom Courtney '60 EC.

The Harry Flagg Award for the best team—Joe Lebdaie Grads.

The Jack Oda Award crying taw—Neil Sherman '58 Baker.

The Bill Fish Award for the most spectacular spectator—John A. Friedman '57.

The Joseph Sapper Award for the best liked player—Not Awarded.

The Pat McGovern Award for the most publicity conscious player—Pat McGovern '68 Phi Gamma.

The Alfred E. Newman Award for the most surprising player—Reuben Wynn '58 Phi Gamma.

The Confidential Magazine Award for best man in the lyrics—War-

ren Goodwin '59.

The Ousting Club Award for wild-
est payer—Dave Crockett '50 EC.

The Audition Society Award for the most skillful—Chuck Isgrohman '58 Phi Gamma.

The MIT Cool Award for the most inexperienced player—F. John Mac-

Gillivray '61.

The Class of '60 Award for the rookie of the year—Tom Courtney '58 Phi Gamma.

The Voo Do Award (Booby Prize) for the team most likely not to show up—Burton House.

NORTH AMERICA HAS BUILT MORE AIRPLANES THAN ANY OTHER COMPANY EVER

THE NEXT

9.85 America's first supersonic fighter

NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION, INC.